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An Evie Blackwell Cold Case
by Dee Henderson
Minneapolis, MN—The top name in inspirational romantic suspense, Dee
Henderson, releases the next installment in the series her fans have been asking for since
her O’Malley saga. The first in the series, Traces of Guilt, was a USA Today bestseller
and a #1 ECPA bestseller. Library Journal praised its “twisty plot” and “gripping
storyline.”
Already, enthusiastic reviews are coming in for the next in the series. Publishers Weekly
said of Threads of Suspicion, “All of these mysteries take unexpected, intriguing turns on
their way to a satisfying finale that, nevertheless, leaves enough open doors to make fans
eager for yet another installment,” and RT Book Reviews said it keeps readers “engaged
and fascinated until the ultimate resolution.” Threads of Suspicion delivers a pageturning plot, high stakes, and new revelations for characters readers have already come
to love.
With the public eye fixed on the governor’s new Missing Persons Task Force, Detective Evie
Blackwell and her new partner, David Marshal, are under pressure to produce results. They
are assigned to a pair of unrelated cases in suburban Chicago, and while both involve
persons now missing for several years, the cases couldn’t be more different. While Evie opens
old wounds in a close-knit neighborhood to find a missing college student, David searches
for a private investigator working for a high-powered client. As they get closer to the truth,
Evie and David’s conviction that justice is truly possible for all will be tested to the limit.
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“Henderson plays the faith card with subtlety, allowing the detectives to apply
their beliefs to both their jobs and personal lives, and displays her usual keen
understanding of the human psyche, delving into potential motives for murder
as easily as she explores Evie’s reluctance to commit.”
—Publishers Weekly
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Dee Henderson is the author of numerous novels, including Taken, Undetected, Unspoken, Full
Disclosure, and the acclaimed O’Malley and Uncommon Heroes series. Her books have won
or been nominated for several prestigious industry awards, such as the RITA Award, the Christy
Award, and the ECPA Gold Medallion. Dee is a lifelong resident of Illinois. Learn more at
deehenderson.com.
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